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SURPRISE: new Ferrari models from CMC: M-151-M-154 CMC Ferrari 250 GTO, 1962, 4 colours

Completely "out of the blue" came CMC's announcement for this new CMC-Ferrari-model. 

Not only because everyone thought there wouldn't be any more Ferrari-models from CMC since they lost

their licence in July (and sold out all their Ferrari-stock), but also because there had not been given any

indications before the models were announced. I was away for a holiday so I could not inform you

any earlier, sorry.

It seems like the licence-problem is now solved by calling the model a "CMC Ferrrari GTO", and a disclaimer

on CMC's website should explain the legal situation. 

The models will come in a new, very nice CMC-presentation-box, made of true leather.

CMC based his development on the chassisnr. #3809GT. Each model is composed of 1.841 individual parts,

of which 1.215 are metal.

My price: Avail.from:

There will be 4 colours: ~M-151 Silver € 392 Dec.

~M-152 Blue € 392 Dec.

~M-153 Yellow € 392 Jan./Feb

~M-154 Red € 392 Jan./Feb.

Part of the Silver and Blue models may probably arrive before Christmas, the rest (and other colours) 

in January/February 2016. The models will not officially be limited, CMC will base production-numbers on the

demand per model. After these numbers are produced, it is not very likely that there will be a second

production-run, so if you intend to buy any of these models you better do it now. Most popular colour

(ofcourse) is red, followed by blue. You can pre-order these models from now on, my price is 392 Euro

(CMC-price less 10%). For pre-orders mail to: henk.ten.cate11@gmail.com

CMC: Still to come 2015: M-138 (arrived), M-141, M-142, M-147, M-148. In 2016: M-143, M-144 and M-145.

~model M-138, the new Alfa Romeo 6C 1750 GS, 1930 has arrived, you can order now

~M-141, Alfa Romeo 6C 1750 GS Mille Millia version #84 (sold out), I will probably not get enough, still

 trying to get more models from elsewhere. You can still switch to M-138 or (the other limited) M-142.

 In case you've ordered after 1st of February, please let me know if that's an option.

~M-142, Alfa Romeo 6C 1750 GS "Unpainted",LE 1000: sold out CMC, I have still a few models available

~M-147/M-148, the "Dirty Heroes", both LE1000: I hope I will be able to supply nearly all pre-ordered models.

To be produced in 2016: M-143 (Mercedes Renntransporter Revised Ed. 1954-5), M-144 (Mercedes-Benz

Racing Car Transporter LO2750, 1934-38) and M-145 (Talbot Lago Type 150SS "teardrop" Figoni & Falaschi

1937-39. And of course the (still secret) model M-149.

More information, prices etc. on my website: www.tc-models.nl
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